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Applying Cultural Discourse Analysis
to an Online Community
LinkedIn’s Cultural Discourse of Professionalism
Tabitha Hart and Trudy Milburn
inkedIn has a strong presence in the online lives of adults around the world;
ccording to the Pew Research Center, 25% of all Americans use it (Green-
00d, Perrin, & Duggan, 2016). However, with its nearly 500,000,000 mem-
worldwide at the time of this writing (LinkedIn, 2017a), over 70% of
ch are located outside the United States (LinkedIn, 2017a), LinkedIn is
guably the most popular social media site for work-related purposes. Ac-
ording to the company itself, the primary purpose of LinkedIn “is to connect
he world’s professionals to make them more productive and successful”
inkedIn, 2016a). As ethnographers of communication, we were intrigued
y LinkedIn’s emphasis on the concept of professionalism, not only as ap-
lied to the nature and purpose ofits network, but also in relation to the
entities ofits users and the ideal communicative behaviorsto be performed
n its virtual community. Having done work in the area of usability research
nd design (Milburn, 2015), we were also interested in how the LinkedIn
latform was implicated in ideas about—as well as the performance of—
rofessionalism. Using the theoretical and methodological tools of the eth-
graphy of communication (EC) and cultural discourse analysis (CuDA),
ve studied what it meant to be professional and to perform professionalism
n LinkedIn. In so doing, we discovered that a particular cultural dis-
ourse—a discourse of professional communication—was expressed and
romoted via the LinkedIn platform. In this chapter, after reviewing literature
professional talk and its settings, we will present our analysis of this
ourse and the way it was encoded into the LinkedIn platform. Specifical-
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ly, we will show how an ideal LinkedIn user performs a professional self,
engagesin professional communicative behaviors, and connects with other
professionals via LinkedIn.
PROFESSIONAL TALK AND ITS SETTINGS
Among discursive research about institutional talk, we find descriptions
about how individual employees’ identities are shaped and displayed (Drew
& Heritage, 1993; Dyer & Keller-Cohen, 2000; Holmes, 2006; Holmes,
Stubbe, & Vine, 1999). The two main ways professionalism is characterized
are within an expressive system of work (see Carbaugh, 1996) or as a display
or performance of speaker competence (see Blazkova, 2011). Mada and Saf-
toiu (2012) summarize the way “professional communication” can be accom-
plished through either individual speech acts or joint, pragmatic actions.
However, still missing are descriptions of professionalism in general, i.e.,
how professional selves are displayed outside ofthe organizations in which
they work. Is professionalism an identity category that transcends a specific
organization? Can one’s professional identity be shaped by an organization
for which an employee does not work?
Creating a professional selfis not done in isolation. It presumes at least a
community of like-minded professionals or what has been theoretically de-
scribed as a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) who will under-
stand one’s display of personhood. LinkedIn is such a community, albeit an
online one, providing a setting where participants can display their member-
ship and their professional identities in a specific, locally comprehensible
way. Approaching a technological platform as a setting is a useful way
to
make sense ofit as a scene for social activity, one replete with roles, rules,
premises, and norms. By setting we refer to Hymes’s SPEAKING heuristic
(1964, 1972), which helps ethnographers of communication categorize dif-
ferent facets or aspects of communication situations. Each letter of the mne-
monic (S-P-E-A-K-I-N-G) represents different communication-related vari-
ables or categories, with the “S” referring to “setting” or “scene,” i.e., the
“place of a speech act and, in general[its] physical circumstances” (Hymes,
1972, p. 60). While in Hymes’s time the setting and scene denoted the physi-
cal location in which communication activity took place, the conceptis valid
in describing online spaces as well (Beneito-Montagut, 2011; Herring, 2007;
Pfister & Soliz, 2011), whether immersive multidimensional virtual worlds
or significantly “flatter” online spaces (Boellstorff, 2008; Hart, 2015; Paolil-
lo, 1999; Tosca, 2002).
Approaching LinkedIn’s technological platform as a setting makes sense
from an EC perspective, because it foregrounds the assumption that such
spaces have their own particular rules, norms, premises, and meanings per-
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f taining to communicative conduct. Hymes’s concept of a setting was a
“psychological” space linked with “cultural definition[s] of an occasion”
~ (Hymes, 1972, p. 60). Settings are cognitive as well as spatial (or physical)
~ places, and they are intricately linked with scripts and rules of communica-
tive conduct. Settings are mental constructs that we associate with guidelinesfor communicative behavior. In other words, the people present in a given
setting generally have ideas in mind about their roles there, as well as the
~ norms, rules, and premises governing communicative conduct in that place.
What’s more, in an online environment, the norms, premises, and rules guid-
ing communicative conduct may actually be encoded into the platform itself
i (Hart, 2016). This is because interfaces are a means not only of presenting
~ information, options, and activities to the user, but also of organizing infor-
mation, options, and activities. The very design of an online platform serves
~ to enable and/or constrain communicative action, allowing some activities
and restricting others; in this way interfaces are implicated in users’ interpre-
~ tational and sense-making processes (Beer, 2008; Gane & Beer, 2008; Mano-
~ vich, 2001, 2003). Whether explicitly or not,the technological platform sup-




~ When people make use of an interactive online platform such as LinkedIn,
~ they must navigate what is possible, what is permissible, and what is not.
~ This is especially true within an unfamiliar online community where a user
~ might be a new and/or novice member, and/or when the protocols for engag-
ing in that community are frequently changing. For users and researchers
~alike there is a learning curve to determine how interactions are supposed to
~ proceed and what they are supposed to signify. In our case, applying CuDA
i to LinkedIn’s community required carefully investigating users’ experiences
~ as well as the online setting on and through which those experiences occur
:
(here, an interactive, technology-mediated platform). Drawing on Hart’s
- (2015) methodsfor analyzing the ways in which digital interfaces enable and
~ constrain users’ experiences, we therefore engaged in a two-pronged ap-
proach to data collection.
First, we collected users’ stories of and perspectives on their experiences
 kedIn, and other networking tools that we had access to, such as intraorgan-i
y
izational Listservs. Once we began interviewing those who responded to our
initial calls, we used snowball sampling to identify other likely interview
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candidates. In total we interviewed 20 LinkedIn users who, when geographi-
cal location as well as linguistic/cultural backgroutrds were taken into ac-
count, represented a variety of different countries, including Australia, Brit-
ain, Canada, China, Estonia, Germany, Japan, and the United States.
In conducting the interviews, we learned that our interviewees ranged
from experts who used LinkedIn frequently for complex communication
tasks, to novices who used the platform infrequently and were not familiar
with many ofits functionalities. Because our purpose in conducting the inter-
views was to elicit all types of user experiences with the platform, as well as
a range of perceptions onit, we utilized open-ended interview questions that
allowed users to discuss actions and/or emotions. To this end, we asked
questions that began with their origins of use, addressed specific goals
and
purposes, and concluded with thoughts on future expectations.
All the interviews were conducted in English and were done either in
person or remotely using Skype. When participants granted us
permission,
we recorded the interviews using either Apple’s Voice Memos app (in per-
son) or Audio Hijack Pro (remote). All recordings were transcribed; in those
cases where no recording was made, we transcribed our notes.
All record-
ings, notes, and transcriptions were added to our data set.
In the second phase of data collection, we focused on the LinkedIn plat-
form itself. Drawing on our training in the ethnography of communication,
we engaged in participant observation by spending time on LinkedIn using
our own accounts, from which vantage point we studied the platform.
We
collected screenshots and jotted down notes, paying attention to the various
communication options and protocols for what LinkedIn terms a basic ac-
count. We also pored over the public LinkedIn help pages at https://www.
linkedin.com/help/linkedin, which provided detailed descriptions of the plat-
form’s functionalities, as well as protocols forits use. Finally, we collected
other materials pertaining to the platform and its use, including LinkedIn’s
terms of service, the account-related emails that we (as LinkedIn users) re-
ceived, and how-to materials for LinkedIn accountholders from other profes-
sional development sites. All these materials were added to our data set.
Data Analysis
Our data analysis process was multistep. The initial data analytic tool that we
used in our examination of professionalism is what Carbaugh (1989) de-
scribed as terms for talk or “communication codes for talk and pragmatic
action” (Carbaugh, 2017; Carbaugh, Nuciforo, Saito, & Shin, 2011). We
used this conceptual frame to determine what counted as professional talk on
the LinkedIn platform. Accordingly, we asked, “are there cultural terms for
communication” in use and if so, what kinds of communication-based prac-
tices do those cultural terms point to (Carbaugh, 2017; Carbaugh et al., 2011,
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| p. 88)? To discover cultural terms and their concomitant cultural practices,
we began by scrutinizing the data set for particular terms suggesting a way tocommunicate properly and professionally on LinkedIn, such as “network-
ing,” “connecting,” etc. Specifically, we examined terms related to profes-
sional talk as they occurred in the interview data, including how such terms
figured into our participants’ accounts and experiences. Additionally, we
examined the LinkedIn platform to identify which forms of professional talk
existed there, which practices they involved, and how they were enabled or
| discouraged by the platform’s build. In essence, we analyzed how local ideasand practices of professionalism were encoded into the LinkedIn platform
itself.
1 Next, we applied the conceptual suite of meanings, premises, and rules
pertaining to communicative conduct, drawn from both speech codes theory
~ (Philipsen, 1992, 1997; Philipsen, Coutu, & Covarrubias, 2005) and CuDA
3 (Carbaugh, 2017). In speech codes theory (SCT), a speech code is defined as
k “a system of socially constructed symbols and meanings, premises, and rules,
pertaining to communicative conduct” (Philipsen, 1997, p. 126). EC re-
searchers use SCT and the concept of speech codes to examine situated
communication within particular communities, and to understand the ways
thatits strategic use enables community members to develop shared under-
i standings and coordinate their activity (Fitch, 1998; Philipsen, 1997;
Schwartzman, 1989). Similarly, in CuDA all communication practices in-
~ volve underlying (cultural) meanings and premises, the discovery and the
description of which is a foundational step in the research venture (Carbaugh,
© 2017). For our study, we examined patterns in the meanings (i.e., signifi-
cance) of professional talk on LinkedIn, the premises underlying professional
a talk (i.e., the assumptions about its value, operation, etc.), and the rules
governingits execution.
3 Finally, we used CuDA to direct our attention to three particular discur-
sive hubs—being/identity, doing/action, and relating (Carbaugh & Cerulli,
. 2018; Carbaugh, 2017)—as they emerged from the data. Discursive hubs
refer to previously identified sites of cultural meaning. To address questions
E about identity we focused on the being hub, analyzing what it meant to be
~ professional on LinkedIn, including how a professional self ought to be
~displayed. To address questions about action we focused on the doing hub,
~ asking what “professional” behavior entailed, including what specific acts a
~professional ought (or ought not) to engage in on LinkedIn. Finally, to ad-
~ dress questions about how people interact we focused on the relating hub,
tudying how users were expected to engage “professionally” with one an-
other. From there, evidence ofa cultural discourse emerged, conveyed both
plicitly and implicitly by the company, applied by our interviewees, and
coded into the LinkedIn platform itself.
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FINDINGS
The purported utility of having a LinkedIn account is to become “more
productive and successful” in one’s professional persona (LinkedIn, 2016a).
Here, professionalis equated with labor and employment. Of course, Linke-
dIn users need not be employed to use the site; however, LinkedIn is explicit-
ly designed to showcase those facets of a user’s life that relate to their
careers, whether past, present, or future. The three CuDA hubs
that directly
pertained to professionalism on LinkedIn as reflected in our data were strate-
gically displaying one’s professional self (identity); connecting
with other
users (action); and engaging with other users in professional ways (relating).
Here we will describe our findings on each hub, including how each hub was
encoded into the platform.
Displaying the Professional Self (Identity)
Creating a profile is the first step to using LinkedIn; without one only a
limited amount of information on the platform can be searched for or viewed.
To create and modify one’s profile, LinkedIn offers a worksheet-style inter-
active web page with which a LinkedIn user can add, edit, or remove
infor-
mation simply by clicking on the relevant section of the page. The key
information shared via a LinkedIn profile is featured atthe top of each profile
page, i.e., what LinkedIn terms the “Intro” section. The
Intro section high-
lights information thatis foundational to a LinkedIn profile: a profile photo,
first and last name, current position, geographical region, and professional
industry. Beneath the Intro is the “Experience” section, where users can list
their past and present positions; for each one, users can enterthe job title, the
company, start and end dates, and a brief description of the position.
Follow-
ing the Experience section is “Education,” where users can list any degrees
earned. Progressing down the profile page, other possible sections to include
in a user’s profile are “Featured Skills and Endorsements,” “Recommenda-
tions” (received and/or given), Accomplishments, Interests, and so on. Addi-
tional sections in a user profile can include things like Publications, Certifi-
cations, Courses, Projects, Honors & Awards, Test Scores, Languages, etc.
The more information users include in their profiles, the greater their
“Profile Strength”: a built-in “Profile Strength meter” measures “how robust
[one’s] profile is” and provides “recommendations on which profile sections
to add to improve the discoverability of [one’s] profile in search results and
increase profile search appearances” (LinkedIn, 2017¢). When a user’s pro-
file is deemed complete, LinkedIn rates it as “All-Star.” Taken as a whole,
the profile sections available to LinkedIn users affirm what facets of a per-
son’s life are relevantto their professional identity. Simultaneously, the cate-
gories that are omitted from a LinkedIn profile—such as marital and/or
fami-
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ly status, hobbies, interests outside of work, etc.—make an explicit statement
about what is considered to be irrelevant to one’s professional self in this
environment. As one interviewee reported (all names have been changed):
If somebody sets up a LinkedIn profile in the way that it was probably de-
signed to be done—it’s an online resume—so you are seeing everybody’s
skills and everybody’s work they have done throughout their career. You are
basically seeing what somebody’s skills or somebody’s interests, or some-
body’s talents are. . . . You are not seeing whether Joanie has three kids, how
much Ginny loves to bake bread, how much Joanie loves watching Dancing
with the Stars. It’s all about their professional—all their career based skills and
talents. (Trisha)
| In this way, the LinkedIn user interface is encoded with expectations forwhat comprises a professional identity, and it explicitly directs usersto dis-
play the appropriate facets ofthat identity, and to suppress (omit) those facets
~ that are irrelevant.
; As users build out their profiles, a key rule in operation is that they must
portray their professional self truthfully. This is explicitly communicated in
~ LinkedIn’s User Agreement, where under section 8.2 (Don’ts) it states that
each user agrees not to “create a false identity on LinkedIn”; “misrepresent
~ [their] identity (e.g., by using a pseudonym), [their] current or previous posi-
~ tions, qualifications or affiliations with a person or identity”; or “create a
member profile for anyone other than [themselves] (a real person)” (Linke-
~ dn, 2017h). This rule was not lost on our interviewees, all of whom ex-
E pressed the assumption that LinkedIn should only be used to display one’s
real professional self. As another interviewee explained:
Everything that I want expose[d] professionally in my real life, in my real
professional life, would go onto my [LinkedIn] profile So anything I would
reveal in a professional encounter I would also consider putting it on my
LinkedIn profile. My photos, what skills I have, what my goals are, what my
education is, my professional background, my previous jobs, maybe even my
stance on certain technologies. . . . I would stress that [people] should use
LinkedIn in such a way that it reflects their professional life and not something
else, and that they don’t use it as—that they don’t lie on their profile or that
they don’t exaggerate and that they try to have it reflect their true business and
their true professional person-personality. (Matthew)
In fact, in the event that a user detects “inaccurate” or false information on
another user’s profile, they may “file a formal complaint” using LinkedIn’s
Notice of Inaccurate Profile Information form, on which they must assert
how they “know [the] account or other information to be inaccurate or false”
~ (LinkedIn, 2017c). All such forms are said to be reviewed by the company’s
“Trust and Safety” team (LinkedIn, 2017g).
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Although the platform is not equipped to automatically verify the truth-
fulness of a user’s LinkedIn profile, it does include built-in mechanisms that
could encourage honesty in the portrayal of one’s professional self.
Thereis,
for example, LinkedIn’s Skill Endorsements feature, which allows users to
list their own proficiencies, which can then be “endorsed” by any 1st-degree
connections. Users can also use the Recommendations feature either to elicit
recommendations from and/or give them to Ist-degree connections (a feature
that we will return to shortly). Here again, the expectation of our interview-
ees was that users be honest in their evaluations of one another, such
that
these profile features would represent their “true” or “actual” skills and qual-
ities. Some interviewees took this so seriously that they refused to endorse
their connections unless they were absolutely certain of the genuineness of
their purported qualities. Without this honesty, one interviewee said,
she
would “just [be] adding mush” to someone’s profile. (Trisha)
Connecting with Others (Action)
As a social networking site, LinkedIn’s explicit purpose is to connect
its
users with one another. On the LinkedIn platform, to connect means to
estab-
lish a symbolic link with another user, thereby demonstrating an
association
or a relationship. LinkedIn displays only three types of connections:
1st-
degree (users are directly connected to one another); 2nd-degree (users are
not directly connected to one another, but they share a Ist-degree connec-
tion); and 3rd-degree (users have a 2nd-degree connection in common). If
two users are not connected in any of these ways, then the default status of
their relationship is “Out of Network,” which means that the two users have
no recognized connection on LinkedIn. The number of connections that a
user has is prominently noted at the top of the profile page, up to 500 (be-
yond that the numberis displayed simply as 500+).
Knowing the local rules for how and when to connect with other LinkedIn
users is fundamental to being a competent member of this community. On
the one hand, as our interviewees reported, it can be tempting to make con-
nections less discriminately with the simple aim of enlarging one’s network.
However, from the administrative viewpoint, it is not appropriate to connect
with just anyone. On the contrary, LinkedIn explicitly instructs users to con-
nect only with “contact[s] you know personally and who you trust on a
professional level” (LinkedIn, 2017b). LinkedIn’s User Agreement goes
sO
far as to forbid connecting with unknown users, also prohibiting “solicit[ing]
email addresses or other personal information” from unknown LinkedIn us-
ers, as well as “us[ing] LinkedIn invitations to send messages to people
who
don’t know you or who are unlikely to recognize you as a known
contact”
(LinkedIn, 2017h). According to LinkedIn, this rule is in place because only
known and trusted contacts can be considered “quality connections,” and
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1 only they can be “trust[ed] to be part of [one’s] network” (LinkedIn, 2017d).
~ This underlying rule of knowing and trusting one’s connections was also
~ communicated by our interviewees:
I choose not to allow connections of anyone that I have not personally
done business with, or have shared information, or provided resources to
in some form or shape. (Dustin)
My own policy [on having LinkedIn connections] is people I have actually
worked with are the only people I have [in my network]. (Adam)
[In my network] it would probably be past colleagues that I actually
worked with, within the same company [and] customers that I worked
with. . . . I don’t know if I would use it initially to contact an unknown
person. I probably would contact people that I’ve had, you know, a previ-
ous relationship with somehow. (Molly)
I tend not to connect with people who I don’t know, even if | know them
through somebody else. I tend not to have too many connections with
people who I vaguely know. When I get connection requests, unless I
know them or they are familiar to me I tend not to accept, unless they are
people who I’ve heard about. For example, I might have heard about
somebody mentioning a chap who is the HR director or the L&D directorat HP or Nokio, or something, and they’ve mentioned this guy’s got reallyinteresting ideas, and then if I come across them, or they have asked to
connect to me, then I'll accept. But if it’s just some guy I’ve never heard
~ of before then I tend to ignore them. (Charles)
+
Do I know them and have I worked with them for over, let’s say, a year?In other words I might have to write a reference for them—do I have the
~ capability to do that? People that I’ve worked with for a week or whatever,
or maybe someone [from a] company [that] once sold me something—I
just ignore those people. But people that I have worked with for more than
~ ayear, | accept their LinkedIn requests. (Richard)
the excerpts above illustrate, our interviewees recognized and followed
inkedIn’s suggested strategies for making network connections.
The expectation that LinkedIn networks must be comprised only of
own and trusted others is encoded into the platform in explicit ways. For
example, when users click on the “My Network™ tab, LinkedIn displays a
ople you may know” field, listing other people who might be “known” to
t user. Beneath each person’s name and information is a direct invitation
either “Connect” with them or “Invite” them to join LinkedIn. Users are
0 asked to consider importing their email address books from their devices
0 LinkedIn via the “Grow Your Network” page, a feature described by
edn as “the fastest way to grow your network,” with known (and pre-
sumably) trusted people. Using these data, LinkedIn also makes suggestions
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for additional known contacts by inferring relationships from “shared con-
nections or shared managers, employers, educational institutions and other
such factors.” While users can make connection requests to anyone, asking
unknown people to connect on LinkedIn does have a potential penalty. Spe-
cifically, if the person receiving the request chooses to click “Ignore” in
response to the request, they then have the chance to report that rejected
invitation as, “I don’t know this person.” If enough invitees make this report
about the user issuing invitations, then the offending user’s account may be
suspended. These features, encoded into the platform, impose norms for
connecting on LinkedIn, the most prominent of which is that users should
connect only with those people who are known to them, ideally in a profes-
sional context.
Engaging with Others Professionally (Relating)
The third hub of communicative activity that we explored was relating with
other LinkedIn users; specifically, with one’s connections, i.e., the people
within one’s LinkedIn network. A key rule operating on the platform is to be
positive and constructive in one’s communication. This rule is strongly ex-
pressed in LinkedIn’s user guidelines, which exhort members to be “nice,”
“courteous,” “professional,” and “respectful.” Users are told not to “promote
negativity” or “be rude”; this would, in fact, be grounds for removal from the
platform. Users must also “keep comments, postings, and interactions con-
structive.” This entails “shar[ing] ideas and opinions openly,” “answer[ing
questions] with thoughtful and friendly contributions,” and “shar[ing] best
practices, ideas, and knowledge with other users.” By offering up “construc-
tive feedback,” the LinkedIn community can purportedly become a better
and more professional space (LinkedIn, 2013, 2015, 2016Db).
The expectation to be positive and constructive wasalso visible in Linke-
dIn’s user interface (UI). For example, the Endorsements feature allows users
to list their skills directly on their own profiles. 1st-degree connections can
offer endorsement by clicking on a skill; thereafter the skill displays the text,
“Endorsed by [1st-degree connection name].” Users cannot endorse them-
selves—they can only be endorsed. Furthermore, negative endorsements, i.e.,
those representing opposition or censure, are not supported by the platform.
Similarly, the Recommendation feature gives users the chance to “recognize
or commend” a 1st-degree connection (LinkedIn, 2017f); here too, the em-
phasis is on positivity, with users encouraged to “be as specific as possible
about [the recommended person’s] strengths and skills . . . and the positive
effects [of what they did].” Conversely, the UI does not afford any means of
directly critiquing one’s connections. The only possible way to complain or




In this chapter we described three main hubs of communicative activity| pertaining to professionalism on LinkedIn: strategically displaying one’s pro-fessional self (identity); connecting with other professionals (action); and
engaging with other users in professional ways (relating). Taken as a whole,
3 these three hubs indicate that a cultural discourse is in play, which we will
~ refer to as LinkedIn’s cultural discourse of professionalism. The cultural
.discourse of professionalism is localized within LinkedIn’s particular online
setting, and points to associated practices for enacting professionalism (local-
bh ly defined) within this setting, including how to relate to or connect with
~other users, and how to communicate appropriately while doing so.
Interestingly, the cultural discourse of professionalism relies upon, but
also transcends, specific organizational affiliations that LinkedIn users refer-
~ ence in their profiles. Nevertheless, the discourse of professionalism as it is
enacted through and on the LinkedIn platform affords limited—even re-
~ stricted—possibilities for being, acting, and relating. When users compose
and display their online professional selves, contextualized only within the
limited setting of the LinkedIn platform, a fragmentary picture emerges. A
LinkedIn profile cannot encompass a professional identity, even when it is of
‘All Star” quality. Similarly, by limiting what users can display about them-
lves on the platform (i.e., who users can “be” in this setting), LinkedIn
ffectively limits how users can relate with one another. For example, by
mitting any additional information included in a user’s profile, 1st-, 2nd- or
rd-degree connections may feel prevented from knowing a more “authentic
If” with facets beyond job skills and experiences. Furthermore, by prescrib-
ing a limited type of interactions, the site does not encourage what we might
ave deemed as important relationship-building activities in other interper-
nal settings, such as greeting sequences, going through stages of relational
evelopment, and sustaining interaction in ongoing ways (also see Scollo and
outiainen’s chapter, this volume).
Although we didn’t apply the CuDA hub of dwelling per se, by examin-
g a Hymesian setting we approach a dwelling-like hub. People do not live
n LinkedIn, as the term dwelling might suggest, but the UIis constructed as
place within which shadow-selves—users’ profiles—reside, and a particu-
type of being and relating by these professional selves makes sense. What
more, our investigation of the cultural discourse of professionalism on
inkedIn included analysis of how the discourse itself is encoded into (and
romoted by) the setting itself, here the LinkedIn platform or UL We illus-
ed how the LinkedIn UI plays a significant role in cuing users to engage
professional conduct in a manner deemed appropriate to this online set-
ng. Put differently, the LinkedIn UI “encodes” (cf. Katriel, 2015) a particu-
notion of professional communication, and is intended to guide users
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through the actions determined to be correct and legitimate for this setting.
By providing users with limited (and limiting) functionalities, the UI also
blocks users from engaging in activities that would be considered unprofes-
sional or inappropriate in this space. Users learn about legitimized and non-
legitimized ways of being and communicating as they become more expert
members of this community. The LinkedIn platform encodes ideas about the
professional self and how that self should be expressed; it also serves to
regulate professional communication in this space.
Finally, we want to address the notion of cross-cultural comparisons. In
our findings we noticed that whatis conceived of as professional communi-
cation on LinkedIn resonates with the way expertise typical of North
American culture is enacted (Dyer & Keller-Cohen, 2000). These practices
also resonate with some features of what Carbaugh (1988) referred to as
“Talking American.” In particular, the preference for “honest” communica-
tion on LinkedIn is similar to the American practice of “being honest” desig-
nated by “truthful and open talk where individual rights are exercised and
self is displayed” (Carbaugh, 1988, p. 110). The difference might be that on
LinkedIn, individual rights are limited; we did not find users describing their
communication on LinkedIn as “open” (although some interviewees de-
scribed “sharing” on the platform). Further, what we observed was akin to
Carbaugh’s (1996) discussion of working selves articulated through and im-
plicating communication practices. We conceived of LinkedIn as a rich,
cultural site where professional selves (who may be working in a particular
organization at the moment) connect with known others via invitations and
acceptances to form a network. It was through these cultural practices that
the relationship between communication and professional identity became
noticeable.
In sum, our study illustrates the utility of using CuDA to examine how
LinkedIn users present themselves, connect with others, and establish (and
maintain) professional relationships in this online environment. How people
further interact with others on LinkedIn, and the possibility of what they do
there transcending and/or blending into other settings certainly warrants fur-
ther exploration.
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